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1. Introduction.  On December 20, 2005, Judge John E. Jones III issued a ruling which barred the theory of the origin and development of life known as ‘Intelligent Design’ (hereafter ID) from being taught in public school science classes.  Judge Jones’s ruling in Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District brought to a close the latest skirmish in an age-old battle between religion and science that is once again at the center of American culture.  The Dover case is significant in two ways.  The first and most obvious of these is that it sets a legal precedent that can be used as a touchstone for future court decisions regarding ID as well as other purportedly scientific theories with creationist roots.  Perhaps even more important, however, is that it shows how successful the concerted efforts of academics can be in defending legitimate science.  Among those testifying for the plaintiff in the Dover case (i.e., the side opposing ID) were philosophers Robert Pennock and Barbara Forrest and biologist Kenneth Miller.  The overwhelming success that they achieved is apparent in how they were able to persuade a judge with strong Christian and conservative convictions—the very characteristics that proponents of ID possess—to rule that, “The overwhelming evidence at trial established that ID is a religious view, a mere re-labeling of creationism, and not a scientific theory” (Jones 2005, 43).  What’s all the more impressive is the strong language the judge used in criticizing the school board that had encouraged the teaching of ID in Dover area schools.  On page 138 of his decision, Judge Jones stated:
	The breathtaking inanity of the Board’s decision is evident when considered against the factual 	backdrop which has now been fully revealed through this trial. The students, parents, and teachers of 	the Dover Area School District deserved better than to be dragged into this legal maelstrom, with its 	resulting utter waste of monetary and personal resources.
	The purpose of this paper is not to assess whether the theory of Intelligent Design (hereafter ID) should be taken to constitute a genuine scientific theory about the origins and development of life.  The overwhelming testimony of scientists and philosophers has made it clear that ID is not real science and I do not have the room here to summarize their arguments.1 Instead I will discuss the current state of the evolution-ID debate, focusing on the circumstances which have allowed an almost universally discredited position among scientists to hold significant sway over laypersons as well as some important politicians.  Much of this is due, I argue, to the fact that academics who specialize in dealing with the kinds of questions posed by the debate surrounding ID—namely scientists and philosophers—have been reticent to engage the ID supporters in the public arena.  The result of this has been that ID supporters have been able to shape the discourse surrounding the ID controversy which, in turn, has led to a public that is increasingly misinformed about many of the key issues surrounding the dispute.  I argue that the social and political ramifications at stake demand that academics (at least those who oppose ID) overcome their apprehensiveness in confronting their opponents publicly.  In doing so, I will respond to arguments made by adversaries of ID as to why such public confrontation is counterproductive to their cause.  I conclude the paper by pointing out how the evolution-ID controversy highlights a more general need for academics to make their work more relevant to the public.

2. The Threat Posed by Intelligent Design.  Regardless of what criticisms of ID might be deserved in terms of its claims to science, there is no doubting the effectiveness of the public relations machinery that has brought it so clearly into the public eye.  The ID movement is a well-funded, highly organized entity which has generally sought to bypass recognition in the academic realm, choosing instead to disseminate its message onto a scientifically naïve public.  With ample financial support coming from sympathetic (conservative Christian) donors, ID proponents have been tireless in their efforts to make their views heard.  In addition to making appearances at a slew of conferences during the past ten years (both in academic and non-academic settings), many of the higher-profile ID advocates (especially Michael Behe and William Dembski) have made numerous appearances on high-exposure media outlets, such as ABC’s Nightline.  Combine this with the sympathetic voices from right-wing talk radio and the result has been the ever-increasing encroachment of ID into the public consciousness.  Not surprisingly, support among some high-profile conservative politicians (including Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, Senator Rick Santorum, and President Bush) has followed in the wake of ID’s rise in popularity.  
	Americans’ general receptiveness towards ID should not come as a total surprise given the strong influence of Christianity in America.  The strong religious culture of the U.S. is a fertile ground for Christian-friendly pseudo-scientific theories like ID.  That opponents of ID face an uphill struggle in persuading the American public is bolstered by numerous public opinion polls, such as a 2001 Gallup Poll which showed little change from a 1997 poll indicating that 44% of Americans believe in the literal Genesis account of creation.2  Compare this with a 2005 CBS poll showing that only 48% of Americans believe in evolution.3 While such dubious attitudes towards evolution may come as a shock to some, they begin to make sense once one realizes how poor of a grasp Americans have regarding the general tenets of evolutionary theory.  This is reflected in a 1993 International Social Survey finding in which Americans were last among twenty-one nations (including Bulgaria and Slovenia) in regards to their knowledge about the basic tenets of evolution.4 Statistics like these highlight the inadequate job scientists have done when it comes to educating the general public about the basic principles of evolution.  
	While some may shrug off the American public’s tentative grasp on matters of science as something of marginal importance, the implications of such ignorance could be substantial.  To see why, one needs to understand the deeper motives behind the ID movement.  Though proponents of ID are careful to keep their conservative Christian views suppressed when presenting their arguments to the general public, statements they have made reveal their pro-Christian, anti-science agenda.  Take for instance the following statement made by William Dembski (considered by many to be the main intellectual force behind the ID movement) in his book Intelligent Design: The Bridge Between Science and Theology: “The aim of this chapter then is to present a general account of creation [i.e., intelligent design] that is faithful to the Christian tradition, that resolutely rejects naturalism…” (1999, 273).  Consider also ID-founder Phillip Johnson’s take on the ID debate: “This isn’t really, and never has been, a debate about science…It’s about religion and philosophy”.5 There are two ideas here which should alarm anyone who does not share the fundamentalist Christian beliefs of the leading supporters of ID or who endorses the predominant methodology of science that has been in place for centuries.  The first area of concern has to deal with how ID is, as its supporters in their more honest moments make clear, a repackaged version of creationism.  As Dembski puts it, “God’s act of creating the universe is thus the prime instance of intelligent agency” (1999, 224).  Such statements lay bare the real motives behind the ID movement pertaining to public institutions like education.  They are hopeful that by passing off ID as science, they can elude the separation of church and state clause which has served to keep creationism out of public schools for the last several decades.  If they should succeed in their attempt to have the Christian world-view taken out of the realm of religion and placed it into the category of ‘science’, the separation of church and state clause would be effectively rendered impotent since by definition the Christian account of creation would no longer be a ‘religious’ thesis, but rather a ‘scientific’ one on the same par as any account based in physics, chemistry or biology.  Were the biblical creation story to earn a place alongside legitimate scientific theories, it is not difficult to see how the door to Christian indoctrination would be flung open in our public schools.  

3. A Non-scientific ‘Science’.
	3.1. An Intelligently Designed Game-plan.  Of course whether ID earns the designation of ‘science’ from those who matter (i.e., office holders and judges) requires that the very term ‘science’ be understood in a way that is very different from its current accepted meaning.  The proponents of ID recognize this and have set out to dismantle the current conception of science as being an inherently naturalistic and materialistic enterprise.  As authors Forrest and Gross put it, the intent of ID’s advocates is to “undermine the understanding of science as a method of inquiry requiring natural explanations for natural phenomena…” (2004, 232).  At this point one might reasonably object that eliminating the reliance upon naturalistic and materialistic explanations for phenomena would effectively mean the end of science as we know it.  After all, this methodology has been an integral part of science since as far back as Aristotle.  Regardless, the vanguard of the ID movement realizes that in order for ID to lay claim to science—and thereby earn a place in the public school curriculum—it is necessary to redefine ‘science’ in such a way that opens the door to non-naturalistic explanations, such as one that employs the workings of a supernatural creator.  The following quote from Phillip Johnson sums up the attitudes of ID proponents towards naturalism and indicates their religious motives for undermining it: “The proper metaphysical basis for science is not naturalism or materialism…the materialist story thrives only as long as it does not confront the biblical story [my emphasis] directly (2000, 152-162). 
	The ID movement makes no qualms about what the primary target of their attacks are—Darwinian evolution and the various principles (such as natural selection) that underlie it.  However, biologists supporting evolution are not the only scientists who should feel threatened by ID.  After all, biology is not the only field in science that relies on naturalistic explanations.  If a supernatural account is taken to constitute a viable scientific alternative to the unifying principle in biology (i.e., evolution), what reason is there for thinking that supernatural explanations will not play similar roles in chemistry and physics?  Forrest and Gross point out how ID supporters’ attacks are not limited to evolutionary biology.  They are also interested in undermining public support for “other natural science supporting evolution” (2004, 16).  Since Darwinian evolution has its basis in chemistry, physics, paleontology, and virtually every other legitimate science that has any connection to life, the ‘paradigm shift’ that ID proponents hope to bring about is unlikely to leave any of these sciences unaffected.  Beyond the more academic issues concerning how science would be pursued were supernatural explanations to become standard ‘scientific’ practice, there are the more practical concerns that would arise from questions like government funding for scientific research.  The great scientific achievements in medicine, physics, technology, etc., have come from a strict adherence to the naturalistic and materialistic methodologies that ID supporters seek to dispense with.  If ‘supernatural science’ is put on a par with the traditional naturalistic science, it stands to reason that government funding of traditional science would be cut in order to make way for the funding of supernatural science.  Were this the case, genuine scientific progress would be slowed.  As a result, important achievements in areas that are made possible through traditional science—such as medicine—are likely to decrease.  At this point, therefore, the issue becomes less about methodological or conceptual semantics and more about the public welfare.  It is not clear what kinds of positive contributions could come via ‘supernatural science’.  As Forrest and Gross point out, ID proponents “have produced no original scientific data, not even a genuine scientific research plan…” (2004, 39).  A good explanation for this fact is that no such research plan is possible given the current understanding of ‘science’.  If so, then ID-based ‘research’ will have to wait until ‘science’ is redefined in a way to allow for supernatural explanations.  At that point, whatever ‘research’ takes place via the supernatural would almost certainly pertain more to questions currently regarded as religious in nature than scientific.  The question of whether we should expect such a ‘research’ program to generate results that are more beneficial than what the traditional sciences have produced will be left to the reader.

	3.2. Recent Developments. Having addressed some of the potential consequences of the ID movement, the question remains as to how likely the ID movement is to succeed in its goals.  After some successes in the late 1990’s-early 2000’s where state and local education boards in Kansas, Ohio, Georgia and a few other states gave rulings that were supportive of ID, the movement has seen some major recent setbacks.  Perhaps the most important was the 2005 Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District ruling alluded to earlier.  While this ruling undoubtedly hurts the ID movement, it would be hasty for ID opponents to conclude that the battle is won.  As Forrest and Gross astutely point out, “it appears that pro-evolution victories are secure only until the next election…” (2004, 6).  After all, legal decisions depend on judges who are ultimately assigned to their posts by the public—either directly through voting, or by politicians who are themselves publicly elected.  Hence, the threat remains that as the public becomes more and more persuaded by pro-ID arguments, the more likely we are to have judges who are agreeable to ID.  As it stands, the American public is already amenable not merely to the teaching of ID in public schools, but to the teaching of creationism in public schools.  A 2005 Pew Poll shows that 64% of Americans believe that creationism should be taught alongside evolution.6 Such statistics lead Forrest and Gross to offer an ominous warning:
	There is, of course, the further—and very real—possibility that the demographics of the judiciary will 	shift toward creationism should there be appointments of judges with strong doctrinal or emotional ties 	to the Religious Right, where one’s views on evolution are once again, as they were in the 1920’s, a 	“litmus test”. (2004, 11)

4. The Need for Public Dialogue
	4.1. The Need for a Public Dialogue on Intelligent Design. ID proponents are blunt in explaining how their efforts are aimed not at persuading scientists, but rather at the public and the politicians who depend on the public for votes.  Since the success of the ID movement hinges on its ability to convince a scientifically unsophisticated public that ID deserves a place in science classrooms, a seemingly obvious counterstrategy would be for academics well-versed on the issues involved in the evolution-ID debate to reach out to the public in order to oppose the arguments of their adversaries.  And yet, for the most part, this is exactly what is not happening.  With some notable exceptions (such as philosopher Michael Ruse and biologist Kenneth Miller), the leading supporters of evolution have tended to shy away from engaging their opponents publicly.  On the one hand are those who simply do not feel that ID merits any consideration.  Hence, you have people like President of the Natural Academy of Sciences Bruce Alberts who says, “To me [intelligent design] doesn’t deserve any attention, because it doesn’t make any sense” (Brumfiel 2005).  On the other hand you have individuals who, while wary of the ID movement, believe that engaging their opponents in a public discourse will do more harm than good.  Philosopher Robert Pennock, who was the Plaintiffs’ expert on the philosophy of science in the Dover court case, takes this view.  According to him, “A public debate is an artificial setting for getting into scientific issues…There’s no way in that format to thoroughly give a scientific response, especially to a lay audience” (Ibid.)  Even Forrest and Gross have indicated some skepticism regarding the effectiveness of taking on advocates of ID in public.  In the course of discussing a book by ID proponent Jonathan Wells, they say, “to make an intellectually honest rebuttal in a short speech, or worse, in a “debate” before audiences largely innocent of the science and often hostile to it…is a hopeless undertaking” (2004, 110). 
	In what follows I will address the more persuasive of the reasons given as to why ID opponents should refrain from partaking in public discussions with their adversaries.  I will point out weaknesses in these arguments and argue that despite the shortcomings of public confrontation, this remains the best way for supporters of evolution and naturalism to influence an American public whose grasp of science is tenuous at best.  I will conclude by discussing how academics’ reticence to become involved in public discussions about ID is symptomatic of an unfortunate recent tendency by which philosophers and scientists have chosen to engage almost exclusively in producing work that is virtually inaccessible to all but the most expert audiences.  The disconnect between academia and the public that this has caused has made work in the liberal arts and sciences irrelevant to the vast majority of the public.  Such disconnect helps to explain why the American public is so ill-informed on matters like evolution.

Argument 1: (a la Robert Pennock) Neither a conference setting featuring a public audience nor a broadcast debate via television or radio are adequate venues for responding to arguments for ID.  Such settings simply do not allow for the kind of deep exploration of the key issues that is necessary to make a persuasive case against ID.
Response: It is true that given both the time constraints of these types of formats as well as the limited scientific background of lay audiences, it is simply not feasible to effectively convey to such audiences the more technical scientific and philosophical issues surrounding the ID controversy.  Nonetheless, public discussions may be useful for getting across some of the less complex yet nonetheless important ideas that could offset some of the appeal that ID holds for many people.  For instance, a public forum would seem an adequate setting for allowing ID opponents to counter the claim that evolution is an inherently anti-Christian doctrine.  Supporters of ID understand that by reframing the evolution-ID debate as being ultimately a choice between God or atheism, they stand to increase their support from Christians and perhaps other religious groups as well.  Writer Rob Boston provides the following account of what ID founder Phillip Johnson had to say at the ‘Reclaiming America for Christ’ conference in 1999: “The objective, [Johnson] said, is to convince people that Darwinism is inherently atheistic, thus shifting the debate from creationism vs. evolution to the existence of God vs. the non-existence of God” (1999).
	In responding to the view that accepting evolution is tantamount to rejecting God, opponents of ID could emphasize how many people do not view Darwinian evolution as being at odds with the Christian faith.  In addition to giving specific names of Christians who accept Darwinian evolution, they could also mention how the Vatican favors the teaching of evolution rather than ID.  It stands to reason that the American public would be much more willing to accept evolution if they didn’t feel like it was incompatible with their religious beliefs.  Even granting the limitations of holding a public discussion on ID, a public forum could go a long way in alleviating the threat to religion that many see as stemming from Darwinian evolution.
	In addition to offering a suitable arena to explain why evolution need not be incompatible with Christianity, public debates would provide a suitable environment for conveying to lay audiences why ID is not science.  The real issue here is pretty basic and does not require any complex language to get across.  The point, as I stated earlier, is simply that science, as it has been practiced since time immemorial, is an inherently naturalistic endeavor.  To allow supernatural events to count as scientific explanations is to do no less than redefine ‘science’.  At this point, opponents of ID could present this argument to laypersons by mentioning analogous cases.  For instance, they could mention how eliminating naturalism from science is akin to eliminating the view that Jesus is the son of God from Christianity.  In both cases you would be left with fundamentally different concepts that remain the same in name only.  Critics of ID could point out that they are not necessarily discounting the role that religion can play in informing us about the universe or our place in it.  They are merely drawing attention to the fact that science (the realm of the natural) and religion (the realm of the supernatural) are distinct areas of inquiry that address different questions.  These critics could point out that even Saint Thomas Aquinas—perhaps the greatest Christian Theologian ever—maintained that the natural and the supernatural constitute separate areas of inquiry.

Argument 2: Public debates on ID are pointless since the primary audience that the ID movement targets (i.e., fundamentalist Christians) are not likely to be swayed by arguments against ID.
Response: As with the first argument, there is an element of truth to this claim.  The staunch adherence that many fundamentalists have to the rejection of Darwinism may prevent them from rationally considering arguments in favor of it.  Hence, attempting to persuade such individuals may be a lost cause.  What is important for opponents of ID to recognize, however, is that while fundamentalists do hold a substantial pull in contemporary U.S. politics, they are still a minority.  Whether the ID movement ultimately prevails will hinge on its ability to win over that portion of U.S. citizens whose religious views do not commit them to an antagonistic attitude towards Darwinian evolution.  It is this segment of the population that critics of ID need to focus on.

Argument 3: Confronting proponents of ID in a public debate is unnecessary.  The recent court decision against ID shows that its influence in America is in decline and it is only a matter of time before the movement collapses.
Response: I have already addressed why it would be hasty for ID opponents to rest on their laurels in light of the recent setbacks to the ID movement.  I have explained why such victories may be short-lived if growing numbers of U.S. citizens accept ID.  

Argument 4: Engaging with ID supporters publicly is counterproductive to efforts to undermine ID.  Such engagement lends legitimacy to ID since its adherents can point out that it is drawing attention from mainstream academics.
Response: There is some cause for worry here.  After all, leaders of the ID movement themselves state that a major goal of participating in academic conferences is to give the impression that it is gaining a foothold in institutions of higher learning.  As Michael Behe has stated, “The issue is getting into the mainstream…My goal is not so much to win the argument as to legitimate it as part of the dialogue” (Goodstein 1997).  This being said, ID has already established its legitimacy—at least in terms of its being a social and political force.  Its political power comes from a substantial percentage of the American public that already finds it legitimate.  Its influence is owed to the fact that the message of its proponents has not been adequately challenged by those with the expertise to expose its flaws.  The result has been a strong resonation of ID with the American public.  Given how popular ID has become in such a relatively short time, it is odd how many, if not most, of its critics seem to believe that it is better to stay silent than to speak out against it.  Silence from ID’s opponents has not been able to curtail its influence so far, and there is little reason to expect that staying silent will prove more successful in the future.
	4.2., The Need for a Public Dialogue on Science Generally. To this point my aim has been to discuss the threat that ID poses to science and science education and to argue that academics who are opposed to ID should use their expertise to prevent it from gaining any more traction with the American public.  I pointed out how some of the hesitance to partake in public discussions is due to how some believe that they can only lend credibility to ID by addressing it publicly.  Beyond this reason for avoiding a public debate, however, is another explanation that concerns an academic culture in the U.S. that has become increasingly detached from the public at large.  Author Chris Mooney sums up this trend fittingly in his observation about contemporary scientists:
	Although it’s not true of all scientists, too many have grown accustomed to the security of their labs 	and university communities, occasionally lamenting the American public’s poor understanding of 	science, but doing little in a concerted way to improve it. (2006, 30)
	It seems as if scientists (as well as philosophers) have become less interested in communicating their ideas to ordinary Americans.  The result, unsurprisingly, has been an increase in general apathy and even antipathy towards intellectuals.  Simply put, the work of academics is not considered relevant by a large segment of the population.  Academics have not always been this averse to conveying their views to the public.  Throughout the twentieth century, some of the most revered scientists and philosophers took an active role in addressing the public about matters they deemed to be important.  ‘Public intellectuals’ such as Albert Einstein, Bertrand Russell, John Dewey, and Michel Foucault felt an obligation to make their views known to the public to help serve the greater good.  What can account for the growing chasm between academia and society at large?  Addressing scientists specifically, Mooney offers the following explanation: “American science rewards the publication of peer-reviewed research, but offers little incentive for scientists to communicate and translate what they know to the public” (Ibid.).  Whatever the reason, the result of this has been that on key issues like evolution, the judgments of scientists have failed to have a significant impact on a public that is perpetually misinformed by individuals who have a vested interest in drowning out the truth and who, most importantly, are not apprehensive about conversing with the public.  
	While academics may prefer to avoid dealing with the public, the stakes are simply too high for them to disregard everyone who does not wander into the cozy confines of the university.  There are reasons for engaging the public that go beyond the necessity of countering religious threats to science like ID.  The current state of our country is one in which the views of the scientific community are being increasingly distorted and marginalized by politicians who find them at odds with their policy goals.  Efforts by scientists to reduce global warming, further stem cell research, and give Americans access to the Plan B ‘morning after pill’ have all been thwarted by the Bush administration on ideological (i.e., religious or economic) grounds.  One way that scientists can gain leverage on these issues is to convince the public that their efforts would be to their benefit.  After all, public decides which politicians will determine policy. 
	In recommending that academics increase efforts to convey their ideas to the public, I am not suggesting that they cease with the more technical and complex kinds of research that are required for progress within a given discipline.  Scientists, etc., can still focus primarily on addressing difficult issues that are beyond the general public’s comprehension.  Nonetheless, the time has come for academics to realize that they risk undermining their own goals by failing to connect with the public to some degree.  As the public becomes increasingly apathetic towards the work of scientists and philosophers, it becomes easier for politicians to divert funding away from them.  
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1	For a thorough and informative account of ID, including the strongest arguments for 	why it is no more than repackaged creationism, see Forrest and Gross’s book 	Creationism’s 	Trojan Horse.
2	This information comes from Forrest and Gross 2004, Chapter 7.
3	According to another 2005 CBS poll, this number is the same as the percentage of 	Americans who believe in ghosts! Available at 	http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2005/10/29/opinion/polls/main994766.shtml.
4	This was obtained from Forrest and Gross 2004, 186.  The authors point out that a 	more recent 2000 People For The American Way survey generated data consistent 	with the results of the 1993 survey.
5	Quote taken from Forrest and Gross 2004, 215.
6	For details about the poll, see http://msnbc.msn.com/id/9146879/.
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